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Whether you are new to social media, been

online for awhile or have worked in the field

for years, the industry is rapidly evolving,

with new tools, platforms and enhancements

emerging almost monthly.

 

As such the field of Social Media

Management, is for the most part very

interesting, but can also be overwhelming.

Many persons new to the industry, may try to

adapt certain tools from traditional media

but quickly come to realize that Social

Media is a totally different animal and

needs to be treated as such.

 

So how can you differentiate your brand

and stand out in such a fast paced and ever

changing virtual environment?

Firstly, I can tell you it won't be easy!

Platforms that sell you solutions to grow

followers rapidly are almost always a farce

and though they can lead to an increase in

numbers, those numbers are not going to be

genuine advocates for your brand and

neither will they convert from 'Likes' to

actual buying customers.

 

Success on Social Media can happen and

does happen with good strategy, great

content, a passion for people and a desire

to roll with the punches and keep learning,

and that's what I hope to show you a bit of

in this guide.

 

-Anika

http://businesschicservices.com/


Hey, I'm Anika.

 

I've worked in Marketing for my entire career,

even though my background is in Psychology.

Perhaps, you could say I have adapted what I

have learned about the mind and behaviour into

effective Marketing Strategy over the years.

 

Having worked in 4 Marketing Agencies, I have

had the opportunity to contribute to, manage

and execute some of the most successful

campaigns in the region and have had the

privilege to work with some of the most talented

and brilliant marketing minds in the Caribbean.

 

I don't call myself a Social Media or Digital

Marketing Expert, this field is far too fast paced

and ever-changing to believe I have achieved

'Expert' level. However, I do pride myself on

'being in the know' of what's trending in the field

and I do think I have a talent for kick-ass

ideation and strategy. 
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MY TOP 5 TIPS
FOR SOCIAL
MEDIA
SUCCESS

Some of the most successful brands online have won

in the field by creating a brilliant Digital Strategy.

Doing so is not just about purchasing Ads or gaining

'Likes' or even having a big budget. Creating a

successful online presence is more about the finer

details, like developing your brand voice and even

understanding what TV shows your target audience

likes.

 

Building a successful online presence is about

building a meaningful one and offering value,

creating content that can stand out from the noise

of cat videos, Game of Thrones commentary and

scary political news.

 

So how do you go about that? I have outlined 5 of

my go-to tips to get you on the right track, whether

you are just starting out on Social Media or feel the

need to evaluate your current strategy.

 

 

BY  

ANIKA  REPOLE  WILSON
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TIP 1: EVALUATE YOUR CHANNELS
It is important for you to evaluate these 4

areas when deciding which Social Media

Channel to embrace. In formulating a Digital

Strategy, you don’t need to join your selected

channels all at once. Based on your

objectives and your target audience, your

strategy can propose you beginning on one

platform and then moving to another.

 

Likewise, you also don’t need to marry your

brand to a platform. Things change so

rapidly in this field, it’s unrealistic to believe

you and your brand can’t change also. If a

platform isn’t working for you, isn’t helping to

meet your KPIs and your objectives with your

desired target audience - it’s ok to let it go.

:) I recently recommend a major brand walk

away from Twitter and focus on building their

brand on Facebook, because that’s where

their target communicates with them most.

Choose your battles - the ones you can win.

"YOUR BRAND DOESN'T BELONG 
ON EVERY SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL"

One of the most typical mistakes people

make when placing their brand on Social

Media, is that they jump on all the popular

platforms. The typical nature of people is

that they believe that the more platforms

they are on, the more likely that they will be

seen, but that is not always the case. Why?

Not all platforms are suitable for your

brand, because of a few reasons:

 

 USER DEMOGRAPHICS
PLATFORM MECHANICS
YOUR BRAND’S TARGET AUDIENCE
YOUR BRAND’S OBJECTIVES

Example, SnapChat is highly popular with

Millennials and younger. Does this

audience have the purchasing power you

need to align with for your brand? 

 

This audience also has a close to minute

attention span, hence the success of

SnapChat with users partaking in images

which disappear. Yes, Instagram and

Facebook now have these features (read

my article on the SnapChat Soap Opera)

BUT, these other platforms also reach

wider audiences, have more features and

can operate more as a central hub similar

to a website.

http://businesschicservices.com/
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TIP 2:
Social Media is… well… Social! In such a dynamic atmosphere, its important to not hardsell your

products and services. The worst mistake you can make is to keep push 'product' in the face of

your audience. Social Media fans are sensitive and unforgiving, doing so could simply mean being

ignored from a person's timeline or being blocked/unliked. 

 

With that said, one of your primary objectives should always be to create brand advocates. You

want an audience that will not only like your brand and follow it, but you want a social media

presence that people will come to rely on, that they will recommend and share with other like-

minded individuals. 

 

How does one go about doing this? Firstly you must always add value to your followers. This

means offering information that they want to know and also share, and sharing content is almost

as valuable at a personal recommendation. Evaluating this means knowing and understanding the

behaviour of your audience and why they do what they do online. 

 

To Entertain
48%

My Intertest
17%

To Cause Emotion
13%

To Educate
11%

Other
11%

Statistic Source: http://www.frac.tl/marketing-research/

ALWAYS ADD VALUE

WHY PEOPLE SHARE
CONTENT FROM

PAGES / SITES
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73%

57%

53%

16%

65%

52%

41%

19%

Connect with friends -  - Connect with friends

- Inform friends

- Make friends feel

- Persuade friends

Inform friends - 

Make friends feel - 

Persuade friends - 

Statistic Source: http://www.frac.tl/marketing-research/

Generally people will share content that they find interesting, entertaining, that evoke an emotion or

will make them appear knowledgeable and educate others. The question you need to ask yourself then

is, how can I add value through my brand that will not only be interesting but also educate, evoke

emotion and make your followers believe you ‘get them’.
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HOW WOMEN VS MEN DIFFER IN WHY
THEY SHARE CONTENT
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TIP 3:
NICHE IT!

Most business advisors would tell you

when creating your Business Model to

focus on a niche, but not to make it too

specific. This helps you avoid the

pitfalls of aiming too broadly. Pulling

the trigger on your social media

presence will have more of an effect if

aimed more closely at those you wish

buying into your brand. Example: Do

you wish Mothers or Single Mothers.

You can break this down even further

by demographic, interest and online

behaviour. 

 

The beauty of advertising online, is that

based on all those buttons that we all

click in agreement without reading

those lengthy websites details before

creating an account, is definitely an

invasion of privacy BUT it is a marketer’s

dream. Why? Well for one, Facebook

and other social media platforms in

essence sell your information to

advertisers. 

The advantage to this, in placing your

business online is that unlike traditional

media that aims broadly in their

advertising in print, on radio and

television - social media enables you to

get your content seen by the people

you really want seeing it. 

 

How? Well let’s look at that same

example of Single Mothers - Online

Advertising allows you to niche down

your target audience so much so that

you can advertise to Single Mothers

who are 25 - 35, who have had their

first child in the last 24 months, with an

interest in Makeup and Fashion and

who has a job in Management if you

want.

 

Yup, pretty cool and creepy huh?
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It’s great when you have lots of Likes and

Followers. That is usually one of the primary

KPIs brands like to see move, however ‘Likes’

aren’t everything and here’s why. Remember

in my introduction I said you can easily now

purchase Likes to build an audience online,

but the problem with that is you will usually

not end up with genuine brand lovers and

likes that will convert to actual customers. 

 

With a large number of likes, persons new to

social media will assume that that means

more people are seeing their content, and to

an extent that is true, unless you have heard

of the Algorithm Debacle. 

YOUR
REACH IS
INVALUABLE

In an effort to seemingly give users of social

platforms the ability to see mostly content they are

interested in through the use of Algorithms, social

media channels effectively also forced marketers

to spend more money with them to reach people

that they want as fans, making it more expensive to

gain Likes but there is a silver lining and that is

REACH.

 

REACH is a social media metric, which refers to

UNIQUE users and its almost invaluable, because

even though you may have just 10 ‘fans or likes’ you

can reach over 10,000 people with little effort. In

other words, you may have 10 customers but only 5

of them are regulars at your boutique BUT over

10,000 can be reached about your promotions,

leading to more people coming through your door

to check things out, window shop and perhaps

make a purchase and come back again. When

placing your Ads online, work on building your

Reach more than building your likes, because the

people who will identify with the value you offer,

will decide to Like your page on their own and that

is a number to be proud of.

YOUTH

MAGAZINE

LIKES AREN'T EVERYTHING!

TIP 4: 
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One of the reasons I do not refer to myself as a Social Media Expert is because in my opinion you

can’t be, at least not yet. This industry moves at such pace that it’s simply hard to keep up. You

can be an expert today, but will have to learn a totally new approach tomorrow when the

Zuckerberg clan decides to make industry changes - all we can do is keep ourselves informed.

How? There is a vast number of website, pages and blogs that you can follow to understand

what’s happening in the industry and what’s on the horizon. Start off with these websites, sign up

for their mailing lists and read their blogs.

Mashable
Social Media Today
Digg
Facebook for Business
Social Media Examiner

PAGE  7
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KEEP YOUR EAR TO THE TRACKS

TIP 5:

http://businesschicservices.com/


https://calendly.com/anika-repole-wilson/solopreneur-content-planning-bootcamp-exclusiv-clone

